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1) Do you understand what she says?
2) Do you think her English is easy to understand?

3) Do you think she has an accent?



Three parts of pronunciation

• Intelligibility
• How much of the pronunciation someone understands

• Comprehensibility
• How easy the pronunciation is to understand

• Accentedness
• How native-speaker-like someone’s pronunciation seems



Phonemes & Minimal Pairs
• Are these two words different?

• Ten [tɛn]
• Ten [ten]
• Luke [luk]
• Look [lʊk]

• Minimal Pairs:
• one phoneme difference: /u/  /ʊ/
• a difference in meaning



The Functional Load Principle 
(Catford, 1987; Brown, 1988; Nilsen & Nilsen, 2010)

• /i/ and /ɪ/ minimal pairs
• sheep / ship
• reach / rich
• he’s / his

• /u/ and /ʊ/ minimal pairs
• cooed / could
• Luke / look
• who’d / hood

• Phoneme contrasts with more minimal pairs:
– Higher Functional Load (HFL)
– The /i/ and /ɪ/ contrast has many minimal pairs

• Phoneme contrasts with fewer minimal pairs:
– Lower Functional Load (LFL)
– The /u/ and /ʊ/ contrast has fewer minimal pairs



Functional Load Rankings
Catford (1987) & Brown (1988)



Findings of the Initial Munro & Derwing (2006) Study



Our Partial Replication Experiment

• Participants
• 171 Japanese University Students

• Stimuli (Recorded by two Chinese students)
• Same FL substitutions as the initial Munro & Derwing (2006) study
• Nearly the same sentence patterns
• Participants listen and dictate two missing words in 24 sentences

• Measuring Intelligibility
• Intelligibility is operationalized as standard orthography
• Misspellings that indicated phonemic awareness were awarded partial scores



Results: Descriptive Statistics



Results: Inferential Statistics
• Repeated Measures ANOVA, F(4.307,  732.142) = 280.272, p < .001, 

partial η2 = .622. 



Discussion

• Criterion for an important result: (p-value < .05) & (Cohen’s d > .7).
• Any FL substitution is detrimental to intelligibility.
• Same as Munro & Derwing (2006)

• High FL substitutions harm intelligibility more than low FL substitutions.
• Same as Munro & Derwing (2006)

• Low FL substitutions are not cumulative (i.e., don’t harm intelligibility more).
• Same as Munro & Derwing (2006)

• High FL substitutions are cumulative (i.e., harms intelligibility more).
• NOT Same as Munro & Derwing (2006)*

• Pronunciations can be divided into “core” and “non-core” (e.g., Jenkins, 2000).
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Thank you for listening!
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